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The (Com)Motion of Love:
Theological Formation in
John Woolman’s Itinerant
Ministry
Jon Kershner

N

ew Jersey Quaker tailor, minister and proto-abolitionist John
Woolman (1720-1772) began a nine-day trek westward to speak
with the Native Americans at Wyalusing in June of 1763.1 En route,
Woolman considered his motivations: “Love was the first motion, and
then a concern arose to spend some time with the Indians, that I might
feel and understand their life and the spirit they live in...”2 Woolman
believed God’s purposes and love intervened in historical time and
human affairs for the transformation of society. The “motion” of
God’s love was not, for Woolman, an abstract concept of the divine,
but the immediate revelation of God that inspired concrete action
and made specific claims on society.
It is clear that expediency was not Woolman’s motivation
to journey into the Pennsylvania wilderness, because from that
perspective his timing could not have been worse. By the middle of
the 18th Century, war had arrived on the frontier borders of Quaker
Pennsylvania. France and England, vying for control of the Ohio River
Valley, turned their attention to the rivers, forts, settlers, and Native
American peoples in this pivotal theater. Unpredictable international
affairs precipitated a crisis of identity among many in the Philadelphia
Quaker community which, in 1755, led to the resignation of several
Quaker Pennsylvania Assemblymen in protest over the move to
armed conflict.3
Tensions among Pennsylvania’s residents were palpable as ScotsIrish immigrants, pushed to the westernmost frontier in search of
land, increasingly viewed Philadelphia Quakers and Native Americans
as united allies conspiring against their livelihoods and prospects.4
In October of 1763, just a couple months after Woolman’s visit,
frontier violence between White settlers and Native Americans
incited a company of Scots-Irish frontiersmen known as the Paxton
Boys to attempt an attack on Wyalusing.5 They turned back before
23
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they arrived at Wyalusing, but tensions reached the boiling point in
December, when the Paxton Boys massacred peaceful Conestoga
Indians and then marched on Philadelphia with the purpose of
attacking Quakers and Native Americans under their protection.6 The
Paxton Boys returned home before ever reaching Philadelphia, thanks
to the conciliatory intervention of Benjamin Franklin, but not before
a significant minority of Philadelphia’s Quaker population armed
themselves to defend the city.7 The Quaker rush to arms confirmed
those critics who viewed them as hypocrites, traitors, and political
opportunists.8
These socio-political events surrounded Woolman’s journey into
the Pennsylvania wilderness and illumine the danger and “conflict of
spirit” Woolman described as he prepared for his journey.9 “In this
conflict of spirit,” Woolman wrote, “there were great searchings of
heart and strong cries to the Lord that no motion might be in the least
degree attended to but that of the pure spirit of Truth.”10 In other
words, Woolman believed he could perfectly attend to the motions of
God to such a degree that the very real political upheaval and physical
danger of the journey were subjected to God’s will in him. In the
“motion of love” Woolman claimed priorities and motivations that
subverted those of self-interest and prosperity. As he followed the
movement of divine love, Woolman believed he embodied a radical
dependence on the direct governance of Christ in human affairs, an
ethic antithetical to that of empire and commerce.
I contend that the physical motion of itinerant ministry paralleled
Woolman’s “spiritual itinerary,” which Woolman believed culminated
in a state of union to divine love.11 I argue that Woolman’s desire
to point colonial Americans and Britons toward his vision of a
transformed society was not derived from a social optimism based on
positive observations of human nature. Instead, Woolman understood
the act of travel itself to be a counter-cultural embodiment of God’s
absolute rule over all human affairs. At times Woolman travelled on
foot,12 on poor roads,13 on the most inconvenient routes,14 and in
dangerous situations.15 He did so because he desired to follow the
dictates of the motion of love, desiring that all human affairs would be
governed by God’s revelatory presence. Woolman’s writing indicates
that the physical act of travel, on one hand, and divine revelation, on
the other hand, were mutually reinforcing dynamics. In the physical
space occasioned during times of travel, Woolman dwelled mystically in
the direct inward revelation of Christ, addressed into social structures
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and world occurrence. By mystical I mean that Woolman believed
God’s “principle” to be inwardly present in such a way that he could
will what God willed;16 and that he believed he could dwell internally
in God’s activity in society, or “divine love,” in such a way that the
spiritual motion of God’s love became the normative standard for the
spatial motions of his physical body.17

Woolman’s Journal
Born in 1720 in Burlington County, New Jersey to Quaker parentage,
Woolman recorded in his Journal that he felt longings for God at a
young age.18 Later he wrote that in his teens, “I felt that rise which
prepares the creature to stand like a trumpet through which the Lord
speaks to his flock.”19 Early convictions of prophetic commissioning
would be honed and intensified in his travels. Both the descriptions of
his childhood development and the records of his itinerant journeys
are found in his Journal. As an adult, Woolman would travel as far
south as North Carolina, north into Massachusetts, west into the
Pennsylvania frontier, and east to England where he died in York
in 1772. All in all, Woolman averaged a month per year away from
home,20 but almost 70% of the content of the Journal concerns his
travels. The high concentration of itinerant ministry material in his
Journal is not unique, as 18th Century Quaker journals tended
toward greater fullness during periods of travel, but it does reinforce
the importance of his travels in Woolman’s theological formation.21
Woolman made more than thirty religious journeys as a Quaker
minister.22 On these journeys he expressed a wide variety of critiques
of 18th Century British North American culture, ranging from the use
of silver dinnerware23 to lotteries24 to imperial expansion,25 to slavery,26
to the mistreatment of coach horses and post boys.27 He developed
a prophetic voice that called Quakers, and society as a whole, toward
just dealings with the oppressed. However, these were not disparate
concerns. All of these criticisms were united in Woolman’s overarching
belief that “Christ’s government”28 was being established directly on
earth, and that humanity was called to faithfully partner with God in
working toward the full establishment of God’s rule.29
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The Motion

of

Love

With Woolman’s theology of the “the motion of love” were four
interrelated movements, which formed the framework of his spiritual
itinerary. This itinerary was non-linear and iterative in nature, and
therefore difficult to distinguish in individual movements. At times
multiple aspect of the “motion of love” can be seen simultaneously,
however the major components are as follows: First, the motion
of love had a conversionary component in that it was a trustworthy
guide for human living and demanded absolute obedience. Second,
it was apocalyptic (Gk. apokalypsis = “revelation”) in that it inhabited
a spiritual space which corresponded to and made claims upon the
physical world.30 Third, the motion of love was universal in that it
went beyond cultural boundaries and language, available to everyone,
in everyplace. Finally, it was transformational in that attention to
God’s movements led to a state of union with God and a new vision
for world affairs. These four aspects are explored in turn.
First, the inward motions of “divine love” were an absolute guide for
human action. While travelling in North Carolina in 1757 Woolman
described attention to God and God’s will as a safe guide for teaching
people how to live rightly in a way that did not require a subservient
class in order to benefit the wealth of power-holders. “Thus lying
in the wilderness and looking at the stars,” Woolman was led to
consider the simple lifestyle of Adam and Eve. Woolman utilized the
primordial family as the progenitors and representatives of humanity,
and therefore trans-temporal models of normative, faithful behavior.31
God, as their creator, knew what Adam and Eve required for happiness
and provided for them “as they attended to the manifestations of his
wisdom.”32 On the other hand, Woolman argued that in his own day
human “inventions” motivated out of “creaturely cunning and selfexaltation” had drawn people away from God.33 He wrote that the
corrupt “inventions of men” were
distinct from that uprightness in which man was created, as in
the first motion it was evil so the effects of it have been, and
are evil. That at this day it is as necessary for us constantly to
attend on the heavenly gift to be qualified to use rightly the
good things in this life amidst great improvements, as it was for
our first parents, when they were without any improvements,
without any friends or father but God only.34
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For Woolman, union with the same motion of divine love that resulted
in the creation event was a conversionary reality out of which society
would learn to value possessions, and other people according to God’s
intent. Rather than focusing on any particular issue, Woolman claimed
that humanity could be characterized by a state of consistency with
the original beneficent motion of the creation event. On the other
hand, an economic system, a material convenience, or a manner of
human interaction that deviated from God’s first “motion of love”
was an apostate motion of evil and the fruits of all resulting motions
would be derived from that original evil motion. Woolman believed
God’s providence toward Adam and Eve was a typology of God’s care
and provision down through the centuries. Those who “attended” to
God’s will were converted and preserved in “true wisdom” and came
to know the rightful use of things and proper manner of living.35
In this instance, we also see the second aspect of the “motion of
love,” the apocalyptic transformation of this-worldly reality in divine
revelation. Having no shelter, and out of necessity sleeping in the
open air, “led” Woolman to consider God’s creative act and the
primordial family.36 The primitive outward conditions of the journey
and the primitive inward idealism informed each other and revealed
divine truths for human affairs. In a letter written while travelling
in England Woolman declared: “The Truth as it is in Jesus was
never more precious to me than I feel it in this my Sojourning, in
which my mind is often deeply affected with that which is not of the
Father but of the world.”37 On the same journey, Woolman wrote
that while “walking over a plain” he “felt a degree of Divine love
attend my mind, and therein an openness” to express a concern for
the spiritual development of youth: “My mind was opened to behold
the happiness, the safety and beauty of a life devoted to follow the
heavenly Shepherd; and a care that the enticements of vain young
people may not ensnare any of you. I cannot form a concern, but
when a concern cometh, I endeavour to be obedient.”38
The material circumstances of the physical act of pilgrimage
revealed the spiritual reality of God’s providence and direction.
Woolman claimed he could not “form a concern” on his own, but
responded to transcendent revelation. The act of journey “opened”
Woolman to the revelatory act which he felt commissioned to
materialize in concrete form. The relationship between Woolman’s
perception of divine revelation and the way his surroundings informed
the content of those revelations is often blurred in his writings. Did
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a sleepless night under the stars, pestered by mosquitoes, prompt an
awareness of divine revelation and new learnings about God’s intent
for human affairs, or did his surroundings reinforce and deepen an
already nascent primitivism that would have led him to the same
conclusions?39 Woolman was not bothered by this blurring, though,
because for him dwelling in God assured him that the motion and
ambiance of his travel were of God. The revelatory “motion of love”
was apocalyptic because Woolman believed it to be directed into
specific times and places.
Third, Woolman’s travel also demonstrated a universalizing
component. At Wyalusing Woolman was inspired to speak to a
gathering of Native Americans.40 However, the available interpreters
were not sufficient to the task, and so Woolman instructed them to
leave off translating as he believed “the Holy Ghost wrought on some
hearts to edification, where all the words were not understood.”41
Cultural and linguistic barriers did not deter Woolman from speaking
because he understood the spiritual motion, what he here called the
“current of love,”42 to speak to a reality beyond words, customs and
time. The “divine love” Woolman experienced, which he credited as
the inspiration for his actions, was more than a feeling but a place
to be, a current, a motion, an inward reality that changed the way
the outward happened.43 In the current of “divine love,” Woolman
understood himself to be beyond the confines of language and culture
and place and simultaneously responding to them. Traditionally,
Quakers believed that God’s presence was neither confined to the four
walls of a church building, nor to the presence of ordained clergy.44
Thus, within Quaker theology was an understanding that a spiritual
pilgrimage was at the same time an everywhere-pilgrimage and an
anywhere-pilgrimage. The particularity of divine revelation directed
into time and place was universalized according to Woolman’s many
different destinations and journeys. Woolman believed the power of
the “motion of love” not to be in his ability to put words to it, but in
the mystical act of attentiveness itself. Language was superseded when
speaking from a state within God’s revelation since God’s revelation
was universal in scope.
A final distinctive of the “motion of love” was the transforming
power of love. In 1772, just before Woolman left the ship and crew
which had taken him from Philadelphia to London, he held a meeting
for the sailors and “express[ed] in the hearing of my poor shipmates
the sailors” the perfecting effects of “divine love operating on our
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minds” that “preserves from sin.”45 Attention to God and union with
“divine love,” Woolman said, was redemptive and preserved one from
sin and fear of death.46 Likewise, while he travelled in Virginia he
recorded two examples where the physical motion and spiritual space
of journey changed a person’s understanding of God’s will for them. In
the first occasion, a “solitary journey” of 250 miles was the impetus of
an “exercise” to improve the condition of “Negroes.”47 Immediately
following this example Woolman described another “Friend of some
note” who “on a lonesome journey” was convicted “that he believed
that he saw a time coming when divine providence would alter the
circumstance of these people respecting their condition as slaves.”48
In these two examples Woolman drew attention to the way the act
of travel itself led to new understanding of God’s will. Previous
conceptions of social norms were subverted and transformed in the
interplay between physical and spiritual motion. On the journey,
Woolman believed, a new vision of social organization and divine
priorities was revealed. Earlier on this journey Woolman preached
about “the spreading influence of divine love” that could transform
the Church and all of society.49 In the transformation of these two
Quakers, Woolman implied that the perfecting and transforming
influence of “divine love” was evident.
The “motion of love” was for Woolman God’s direct work on earth.
He credited it for inspiration to undertake a journey, as well as for
providing strength and wisdom for the moment to moment decisions
and event along the way.50 In the physical motion of pilgrimage
Woolman’s “spiritual itinerary” materialized in particular political and
social events. He believed that it converted social priorities, revealed
God’s priorities, transcended religious, linguistic and cultural barriers,
and transformed human affairs into consistency with God’s intent for
human organization.

Prophetic Commotion
Attention to the movements of divine love inspired physical motion
during Woolman’s journeys, but it also caused commotion and
agitation among his co-religionists and members of society at large.
In fact, motivated by his first journey into the South, Woolman
wrote Some Considerations on the Keeping of Negroes,51 a crucial but
controversial document in the Quaker movement toward abolishing
slavery from their midst.52 Woolman believed God’s revelation made
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claims about the way society should operate, and he felt commissioned
to proclaim this message. Thus, others encountered Woolman as a
challenging person, difficult to understand and interpret.53 Woolman
was aware of this “singularity” and considered the task “unpleasant,”
but was convinced God’s motions required obedience.54 Anne Myles
argues that the emotional anguish Woolman felt as he travelled among
Friends and confronted apostasy was akin to the imprisonment and
persecution of 17th Century Quakers.55 She contends that a dissenting
prophetic identity was for Woolman a “banishment in the wilderness,”
which was both a “place and a spiritual state” that taught Woolman
how to identify with the dispossessed and be completely reliant on
God.56
Woolman’s itinerant ministry journeys demonstrate the tension
between the motion of divine love Woolman felt inspired him to
action and enlivened his ministry, but simultaneously created conflict
and uncomfortable commotion among his fellow colonists. For
example, in 1757 Woolman began the practice of paying for hospitality
received while travelling if his hosts owned slaves so that he would
not participate in the “gain of oppression.”57 This was a controversial
practice as it often meant confronting wealthy Quakers about the
unjust source of their wealth:58 “my concern was that I might attend
with singleness of heart to the voice of the True Shepherd and be so
supported as to remain unmoved at the faces of men.”59 For Woolman,
God’s revelation made claims upon individual morality and social
structures. Woolman embodied and disseminated these claims each
time he offered a slave-owner payment for hospitality. The revelation
of “the voice of the True Shepherd,” Woolman believed, upended the
priorities and greed-based values of 18th Century society and formed
the basis for bold prophetic commotion.
At times, the motion of his travel delivered him into intense
situations. In 1758 Woolman wrote about “sharp conflicts” while
visiting slave-owners: “...and I often saw the necessity of keeping
down to that root from whence our concern proceeded.”60 Woolman
did not dwell on the commotion his prophetic witness caused. In fact,
in some instances the only reason we know that Woolman was viewed
as a controversial figure is because of the writings of others who
described Woolman’s “unacceptance” in some places and the “much
flocking to meetings” in other places.61
Not only was Woolman’s message controversial, but the aesthetics
of his travel became increasingly so. In the early 1760s, Woolman
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began wearing undyed clothing as a sign against excess and waste, and
the oppression that arose from it.62 On journeys to Maryland in 1766
and 1767, as well as while travelling in England in 1772, Woolman felt
God lead him to travel by foot. The act of walking not only provided
solitude for contemplation, he also believed “that by so travelling I
might have a more lively feeling of the condition of the oppressed
slaves, set an example of lowliness before the eyes of their masters, and
be more out of temptation to unprofitable familiarities.”63 Woolman
claimed that walking as a mode of travel intensified his prophetic
experience while travelling. As he matured and his itinerant ministry
expanded geographically, Woolman also insinuated that the revelation
of Christ expanded and made new demands on his life, dress, and
manner of travel.
The spiritual “sorrow and heaviness” Woolman felt when he
encountered slavery and greed on a 1767 journey in Maryland
corresponded with the physical fatigue of travelling on foot: “Though
travelling on foot was wearisome to my body, yet thus travelling was
agreeable to the state of my mind.”64 The act of walking alone and the
self-humiliation of contradicting Quaker norms by wearing undyed
clothing arose from Woolman’s obedience to “divine love,” but
also intensified his embodiment of “divine love” in colonial society
as he became more distinctive in appearance. Woolman’s critique of
slavery and luxury consumption cut to the heart of the burgeoning
trans-Atlantic marketplace which thrived off of the labor of slaves and
affluence of the merchant class.65 Dwelling in the “motion of love,”
Woolman inhabited a place in his spiritual itinerary and theological
space within salvation history that understood God to be breaking
into world occurrence, “that the pure peaceable government of Christ
may spread and prevail amongst mankind.”66
Months before he died, Woolman sailed to England in steerage,
living and sleeping with the sailors, and observed a general spiritual
corruption among them.67 The time of reflection during the long
passage gave Woolman opportunity to observe immorality in
commercial sailing and space to dwell in the motion of God’s love
so as to speak as God’s prophet: “And I, being much amongst the
seamen, have from a motion of love sundry times taken opportunities
with one alone and in a free conversation laboured to turn their
minds toward the fear of the Lord...”68 Woolman did not stop with
immediate observations of sailors, but connected their depravity to
the greed of ship owners and the degeneracy of an economic system.69
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Dwelling in the “love of God,” Woolman thought, was the antidote
to the corruptions of society, “that all owners and masters of vessels
may dwell in the love of God and therein act uprightly, and by seeking
less for gain and looking carefully to their ways may earnestly labour
to remove all cause of provocation from the poor seamen.”70 From
the position of one operating out of the “motion of love” Woolman
experienced the depravity of the sailing economy “opened” to
him as a revelation from God.71 Woolman believed that God had
commissioned him to respond to these “openings” as an agent of
God. In his concrete prophetic acts, Woolman materialized “divine
love” and his spiritual itinerary into the physical world.
In his itinerant ministry, Woolman embodied “divine love” by
method of travel, dress, and attention to the “movings of [the] Holy
Spirit.”72 Over time and continued attention to the divine motion,
Woolman’s spiritual itinerary intensified in its challenge to society, as
did his vision of the implications of God’s power uniting the world
to God’s Self: “I feel a tender concern that the work of reformation
so prosperously carried on in this land within a few ages past may go
forward and spread amongst the nations....”73 As Woolman became
more and more familiar with the “motion of love” he identified more
and more places of rebellion to God’s motion in the world around
him and caused commotion on more and more fronts, as evidenced
by the number of issue-specific, travel-originated essays he penned
in the later years of his life.74 While he travelled, Woolman was
simultaneously transported to another physical location, but also to a
new location within God’s plan of redemption for society
…that in losing our life for Christ’s sake the understanding
is quickened and enlarged in the knowledge of the work of
Redemption. The natural mind is active about the things of
this life but this activity must cease before we stand perfect and
compleat [sic] in the will of God. When the mind is wholly
turned to seek the Kingdom of God and His righteousness, then
we learn to employ our time and our strength rightly.75
The physical motions of travel deepened Woolman’s sensitivity
to the revelation of the Kingdom of God. The ascetic method of
travel allowed Woolman to identify with the oppressed and opened
Woolman’s vision for a future under God’s governance—a message
subversive to the economic interests of the 18th Century transAtlantic marketplace. In pilgrimage, Woolman’s vision for society on
earth was enlarged to proclaim a time when society would exist in a
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new state of intimacy and “stand perfect and compleat [sic] in the will
of God,” united to God’s intent for world affairs.

Conclusion
Woolman’s fellow citizens struggled to understand the preacher who
dressed in white, walked hundreds of miles, entered hostile lands, and
sailed in steerage when he could have had his own cabin. Woolman’s
presence was a stinging rebuke to the prosperity of the colonial
ruling class. The aesthetics of Woolman’s itinerant ministry, though,
begin to come into focus when one considers Woolman’s spiritual
itinerary in which the divine “motion of love” revealed God’s will for
human affairs. Perfection was possible to the extent that one obeyed
the workings of “divine love.” The redeemed society was to come
about as faithful men and women looked to the inward Teacher, who
would re-create the world according to God’s Kingdom. Travelling
miles and miles of road- and sea-ventures, Woolman gave attention
to the interplay between spiritual space and physical space. Sometimes
attention to the “motion of love” entailed a critique of the physical
world around him, and sometimes the physical world clarified the
workings of the Spirit.
Sailing to England in 1772, on a long journey after many long
journeys, Woolman anticipated the transformation of society because
in union with God’s love, he felt himself to be transformed: “...we can
say that Jesus is the Lord, and the reformation in our souls, manifested
in a full reformation of our lives, wherein all things are new and all
things are of God.”76 The radicalization of theological vision paralleled
the radical austerity of the journey, itself. The prophetic embodiment
of this theological vision created tensions and commotion. Woolman’s
example indicates that the intensity of the journey—whether spiritual,
physical, or emotional—affects the experience of the journey.
Moreover, Woolman’s dedication to the vocation of itinerant minister
offers a glimpse into the way creating spiritual space in the solitude of
travel, and pursuing exposure to “the other,” facilitated an integrated
theological vision in the eye of the traveler. This analysis suggests that
observers can learn much about the experience of travelers by taking
into account the traveler’s theology and spiritual connectedness
to God and the surrounding environment. Likewise, examining
Woolman from the perspective of theological formation reveals new
insight into colonial Quaker understandings of God’s work within
history and illumines Quaker visions of the transformed society.
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